Ford praises Greek alcohol policy enforcement

By LISA YARGER

UCLA Professor Lectures on Property and the U.S. Constitution

Ivia APPLE 

The Ford administration has praised the Greek alcohol policy enforcement at UCLA, which has led to a crackdown on underage drinking at parties held by the university's fraternities and sororities.

The policy, which was put into place in February, requires that all Greek parties be monitored by university staff and that guests be checked at the door for identification. The policy has been praised by university administrators and beloved by students, who say it has helped reduce the number of instances of underaged drinking.

In an interview with the Daily Bruin, UCLA President Christopher L. Eisgruber said, "The Ford administration is pleased with the implementation of the Greek alcohol policy enforcement at UCLA. The policy has been effective in reducing the number of instances of underaged drinking at parties held by the university's fraternities and sororities. We would like to see this policy implemented at other universities as well."
French Students Get Teaching Assistantships

By ELIZABETH MORRIS
The French department chose Blanche Hinkle as its first English double major, to be the first student to hold a teaching assistantship at the University of Dijon.

This selection is part of the ongoing exchange that is going on between the University of Dijon and the University of Illinois. In part of the exchange, a French student comes to the University of Illinois each year at Dijon, where French students help run the conversation table.

Hinkle said that he was not necessarily interested in teaching as a career, but he would like to continue studies in graduate school. However, he said that his career would not be a simple one-time "Vector 1 0." 

Hinkle's interest in international studies began a few years ago. He learned some Dutch and said he would like to someday improve his knowledge of the language.

Hinkle said that he has always liked language and literature, especially enjoys modern drama. He said he feels fortunate to have had professors who have both encouraged him in his studies and made him feel welcome.

Hinkle will be in Dijon from mid-August until June 1980.

Campus Crime Stoppers

Department of Public Safety

After spring break students reported a number of thefts on campus, while students were on break. Cash, watch and jewelry were taken from dormitories and Sill Hall.

In addition, several student cars were broken into on campus March 9, 10 and 20. There

 Were no other incidents in Wassen Hall March 19.

Campus crime stoppers give up to a maximum of $500 for information leading to the arrest, prosecution and conviction of the individual(s) responsible for crimes committed on campus. Information may be non-anonymously submitted to campus public safety office directly or by phone.

There were four incidents within 24 hours of each other, giving the feeling that criminals are targeting students during break.

U.S. Colleges Raise Faculty Salaries

College Press Service

Faculty salaries last year continued a five-year upward trend, and women still trail men in both cash and percentage of growth, according to a study by the department of education.

However, another study done by the American Association for University Professors indicated that the trend toward increased funding for university faculty budgets could be slowing.

The average annual salary of a member of the AAUP was $18,450 in 1983-84, while the AAUP's study showed that annual faculty salaries in universities have increased 7 percent during the same period.

Salary faculty, however, still earn less than 25 percent less than their male counterparts, the study showed, with wide differences among various fields and institutions.

Nearly 50 percent of all full professors are men, and fewer than 20 percent of the male faculty are professors, associate professors or assistant professors.

The AAUP said, "We see no evidence that the gap between men and women is closing. The AAUP will issue its own salary survey soon.

Faculty purchasing power decreased 10 percent in the early 1980s. However, "The institute on higher education also said, "The increases in beginning statements are slowing.
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Benefit Dance to Give Proceeds to Research

By LISA VANGER

Over 30 door prizes, including an entry ticket to the Balboa in San Diego, will be given away next Friday. The event, a "Roger for Rocky" dance from 3 p.m. to 11 pm, is in the Student Union's 3rd Floor Boardroom. All proceeds will benefit the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. The dance will be hosted by Alpha Phi Omega, Sigma Chi, Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Delta Phi Epsilon, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Catholic Student Association, and Quill and Quilline Council.

According to the service vice-president of APO, dance attendance is expected to be high. There were still a few tickets left available yesterday. Tickets are 50 cents at the door. Admission for Alpha Sigma Alpha members is free. The dance will feature a variety of music, including rock, funk, soul, R&B, and current groups.

Language Houses Face Problems

WAKE FOREST'S language houses are running into a variety of problems this fall. In the Student Union, a sign-up for student residence will begin after regular housing deadline in November.

The largest prize is a two-week foreign language trip. The winner will also receive a $100 check. Second prize is a $50 check. Third prize is a $25 check.

Money is setting aside one dorm as an independent house.

The committee, members of the athletic staff and student athletes have expressed interest in changing the freshmen student athlete housing situation in order to increase their athletes' social interaction with other freshmen. The bill expressed support for giving freshmen athletes an opportunity to live in residence halls in order to allow the freshmen athlete to live in a more controlled environment.

The new groups are: the Romance department, the language houses, the science houses, and the cultural affairs houses.

The committee is encouraging that homesteading would be a plus in the new system for room selection. Brown said that homesteading would incorporate that homesteading will not get rid of territoriality.
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"Americans Loved All Over The World"

Recently I have noticed a tidal wave of pamphleteers, editors, and conservative talk show hosts criticizing the various wonderful policies and programs of the Reagan administration. This has been a delightful sight indeed. Although I am sure that there are some people who are interested in hearing about the floundering of our country's budget, the current economic crisis, and the war in Lebanon, I am also aware that many are interested in hearing about the policies and programs that have been developed to meet these challenges. I believe that it is important for us to be aware of the policies and programs that are being developed in this country, and to be able to speak about them in a meaningful way. I do not believe that it is necessary to forget the past, but I do believe that it is important to learn from it. I believe that it is important to learn from the past, and to be able to speak about it in a meaningful way. I believe that it is important to learn from the past, and to be able to speak about it in a meaningful way.

If you desire both the cool sea and the thrill of salt water, I might suggest you read a book about the culture and customs of the countries you wish to visit. There is a book called "The Culture Code" by Daniel Pink, which is an excellent guide for understanding the customs and traditions of various cultures. If you want to learn more about the culture and customs of a particular country, I would suggest you read a book about that country. There are many books about different countries, and I would suggest you read one that is relevant to your interests.

As a travel writer, advice should be chosen specifically for where you are going. As we all know, there are appropriate ways to dress and behave in various countries.

When It's Time To Take A Stand For Beliefs

T

wenty-one people stopped to sign our names to our opinions, position, should meet her fed...
Oliveira Finishes Artist Series

By JANE B. DUNLAP

Oliveira, a native of Brazil, is one of the most exciting chamber musicians on the scene today. As an accompanist, Mr. Oliveira is technically superb, with a fine feeling for the historical character of the music he plays. In his performance of the Schumann Piano Trio No. 2 in E-flat, Op. 80, the16th International Piano Competition for Young Artists, was performed last week at the North Carolina State University Arts Center.

By CHRISTOPHER R. WAKELAND

The Wake Forest Concert Choir, conducted by Dr. Brian Gorelick, presented an极其 outstanding performance on the evening of March 7. The group, which includes members from Wake Forest and Wake Forest University, performed with great precision and enthusiasm. The choir's renditions of "We Thank Thee, Father," "The Lord's Prayer," and "How Great Thou Art," were particularly moving and memorable. The audience was deeply moved by the choir's beautiful singing and the emotional depth of their performances.

By D. C. LEVY

The Wake Forest Concert Choir, under the direction of Dr. Brian Gorelick, presented a concert that was truly memorable. The choir, which is one of the finest in the country, performed with great spirit and conviction. The audience was moved to tears by the choir's renditions of "We Thank Thee, Father," "The Lord's Prayer," and "How Great Thou Art." The choir's performance was a true testament to the power of music to move and inspire.

Rainmaker Offers Fun and Romance

Bea Smith

"Rainmaker," a musical by James F. Homel, is currently playing at the Beach Mall Theatre. The show, which is based on the novel by Willa Cather, is a touching tale of love and adventure. The musical, which features a score by Alan Menken and lyrics by Howard Ashman, is a true gem. The audience was captivated by the lush music, the strong performances, and the beautiful staging. "Rainmaker" is a must-see for anyone who loves a good story and a great show.
Beastie Boys Are Just Having Fun

By W.B. NORRIS

I'm not sure that you have heard the latest single, "Fight for Your Right (Party)", from that Minstrel, "unspoilable" by the Beastie Boys. I also quite rate that there are some good ones on this album. If you like the type of music they play, you'll enjoy this. They have a lot of fun with their music and the way they deliver it.

I can easily see the kooky words and phrases they use in their songs. They don't care what you think of them. They just do what they want. They have fun with their music and their fans.

The style of the Beastie Boys is a bit like that of Run-D.M.C. They are a hip-hop hard rock band with a real novelty sound. For those who enjoy more traditional music, I suggest you listen to "Fight for Your Right (Party)". It's a good song and will keep you awake on long cross-country drives.

Although I enjoy the entire album, I have a favorite song. I think that I would like to mention it here. The song is "My Friends." "My Friends" is about a group of friends who have a lot of fun together. It's a funny and catchy song that will make you smile.

Rainmaker

From Page 6

"Sid and Nancy" Alters Classic Plot

By GARLAND KINMER

An old love story is sometimes hard to find in this age of films dealing with adolescent rebellion, women's liberation, and political factionalism, but Alan Cox seems to have captured the spirit of the times in his love affair between Sid Vicious and Nancy Spungen. The romantic nature of their lives made them vulnerable to the allure of nihilism, but somehow they managed to love the thing that began before drugs and rock and roll.

Sid and Nancy deliver the love story that has finally been brought, but the script has been altered. The Blue Note, where Sid and Nancy met in New York City, took place in the first of the film, though they met again in London. Their relationship was tense, and it was hard to imagine that they should eventually become involved with the things that had ruined the lives of many rockers.

The poor conclusion that was an integral part of the punk culture was the first thing I thought of when I saw the title of the film. The punk world was a place where drug dealing and theft were very common, but the most common ones were often in the basement of Gary Oldman and Cherie Wills, who played Sid and Nancy, respectively. The scenes across well as people who just did not care about life because it led to no prospects for them. The change from being a policeman to people who care more for the culture is a great impact. I still recognize that character perspective in the culture.

The pure hedonism that was shared by the Velvet Underground becomes more involved with Nancy. He is the great one of their lives. They hold faculty positions at New York University and the College of Performing Arts. The change from being a policeman to people who care more for the culture is a great impact. I still recognize that character perspective in the culture.

Several other stars turn in fine individual performances although the acting is weak overall. Terence Stamp is the lovely sheriff who breaks through the barrier of the poor man to reach Joseph Lisi. He has a great time in his role as a county sheriff, and his continual growth becomes apparent as he gains a sense of self and respect for others. Joseph Lisi, as the Sheriff, is a good man with a great sense of the right thing to do.

The music is played by Sid Vicious, but the viewer always has a feeling of the film's time. The first begins with their first meeting and follows them through the semblance of Nancy's life. The film ends in London, where they finally achieved their dream of being a band and a solo man in Nancy. Her as an early age was hired as a Rainmaker. It should illustrate the sensitivity of film's characters, but the movement of one of the film's scenes makes them become involved in the lives of others. The change from being a policeman to people who care more for the culture is a great impact. I still recognize that character perspective in the culture.

The pure hedonism that was shared by the Velvet Underground becomes more involved with Nancy. He is the great one of their lives. They hold faculty positions at New York University and the College of Performing Arts. The change from being a policeman to people who care more for the culture is a great impact. I still recognize that character perspective in the culture.

Several other stars turn in fine individual performances although the acting is weak overall. Terence Stamp is the lovely sheriff who breaks through the barrier of the poor man to reach Joseph Lisi. He has a great time in his role as a county sheriff, and his continual growth becomes apparent as he gains a sense of self and respect for others. Joseph Lisi, as the Sheriff, is a good man with a great sense of the right thing to do.
President
Frank J. Adams, a junior from Annandale, Va., is majoring in English. He is currently serving on the Delta Kappa Epsilon executive board. Although he has not held an office at Wake Forest, he believes that the position would be a benefit for the student body in that he is familiar with the campus and has some understanding of the operation of the various organizations. As such, he believes he could be an asset to the student body as a whole.

Secretary
J. N. Cooper, a sophomore double-majoring in English and mathematics from Colgate University, is a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. He has also served on the Student Activities Board and there-institution executive committee. He attended Washington and Lee University as an undergraduate student and was a member of the Student Senate. He is currently seeking a position in government.

Treasurer
B. N. Thompson, a junior double-majoring in English and mathematics from Colgate University, is a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. He has also served on the Student Activities Board and there-institution executive committee. He attended Washington and Lee University as an undergraduate student and was a member of the Student Senate. He is currently seeking a position in government.

Meet the Candidates:

Candidates are not allowed to vote in their own elections. The candidates are:

ATHLETICS

The Wake Forest sports teams have had a good season so far, with the exception of the basketball team which has been struggling. The Wake Forest football team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the men's basketball team is ranked 24th. The Wake Forest tennis team is currently ranked 11th in the nation, and the men's swimming and diving team is ranked 11th in the nation.

Graduate Second String Details

By Chad Killen

The Wake Forest basketball team played against Maryland on Friday and Maryland won with a score of 50-45. The Wake Forest team was led by David Stanford with 14 points, and Maryland was led by John Smith with 17 points. The Wake Forest team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the Maryland team is ranked 8th in the nation.

Top Seed Details

By Chad Killen

The Wake Forest basketball team played against Maryland on Friday and Maryland won with a score of 50-45. The Wake Forest team was led by David Stanford with 14 points, and Maryland was led by John Smith with 17 points. The Wake Forest team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the Maryland team is ranked 8th in the nation.

Breakfast with the Candidates

By Russell Boggs

The Wake Forest basketball team played against Maryland on Friday and Maryland won with a score of 50-45. The Wake Forest team was led by David Stanford with 14 points, and Maryland was led by John Smith with 17 points. The Wake Forest team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the Maryland team is ranked 8th in the nation.

Assistant: The document appears to be a page from a newspaper article discussing a Student Government Election. It includes text that seems to be a mix of news reporting and personal statements, possibly from the candidates for different positions in the student government. The text is fragmented and contains various sections that are not clearly aligned, making it difficult to extract coherent information without additional context. The content does not seem to be from a structured document like a report or a letter, and it lacks a clear format like a table or a list. Here's a brief attempt to extract and condense the information into a more coherent format:

**Student Government Election '87**

**President**
Frank J. Adams, a junior from Annandale, Va., is majoring in English. He is currently serving on the Delta Kappa Epsilon executive board. Although he has not held an office at Wake Forest, he believes that the position would be a benefit for the student body in that he is familiar with the campus and has some understanding of the operation of the various organizations. As such, he believes he could be an asset to the student body as a whole.

**Secretary**
J. N. Cooper, a sophomore double-majoring in English and mathematics from Colgate University, is a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. He has also served on the Student Activities Board and there-institution executive committee. He attended Washington and Lee University as an undergraduate student and was a member of the Student Senate. He is currently seeking a position in government.

**Treasurer**
B. N. Thompson, a junior double-majoring in English and mathematics from Colgate University, is a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. He has also served on the Student Activities Board and there-institution executive committee. He attended Washington and Lee University as an undergraduate student and was a member of the Student Senate. He is currently seeking a position in government.

**Meet the Candidates**

Candidates are not allowed to vote in their own elections. The candidates are:

**Athletics**

The Wake Forest sports teams have had a good season so far, with the exception of the basketball team which has been struggling. The Wake Forest football team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the men's basketball team is ranked 24th. The Wake Forest tennis team is currently ranked 11th in the nation, and the men's swimming and diving team is ranked 11th in the nation.

**Graduate Second String Details**

By Chad Killen

The Wake Forest basketball team played against Maryland on Friday and Maryland won with a score of 50-45. The Wake Forest team was led by David Stanford with 14 points, and Maryland was led by John Smith with 17 points. The Wake Forest team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the Maryland team is ranked 8th in the nation.

**Top Seed Details**

By Chad Killen

The Wake Forest basketball team played against Maryland on Friday and Maryland won with a score of 50-45. The Wake Forest team was led by David Stanford with 14 points, and Maryland was led by John Smith with 17 points. The Wake Forest team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the Maryland team is ranked 8th in the nation.

**Breakfast with the Candidates**

By Russell Boggs

The Wake Forest basketball team played against Maryland on Friday and Maryland won with a score of 50-45. The Wake Forest team was led by David Stanford with 14 points, and Maryland was led by John Smith with 17 points. The Wake Forest team is currently ranked 16th in the nation, and the Maryland team is ranked 8th in the nation.

This document contains news about Wake Forest University, including a report on the student government election, a section on athletics, and articles about basketball games. It also includes personal statements from candidates for different positions in the student government. The content is a mix of news reporting and personal statements, and it is not structured in a way that facilitates easy reading. The lack of a clear format and the fragmented nature of the text make it challenging to extract coherent information.
Wake Forest Looks to Improve Record Against Cavaliers, Terps

By B. M. ROSS

The Wake Forest women's tennis team meets its conference schedule this week with home matches against Virginia on Friday and Maryland on Saturday.

The Terps enter the conference matches with a 7-0 overall and a 0-1 Atlantic Coast Conference mark. The Cavaliers will enter with a 6-1 record and a 2-0 ACC mark in the conference, and the Terps, 5-3-0, add to the list of strong teams on Virginia's very demanding schedule. Coach Coolastone is taking no chances when Wake Forest is concerned.

Virginia has gone young for Virginia because of the strong tradition of these program. Coach Coolastone knows that the women always want to play well against us.

Last season, Wake Forest dropped a 5-3 decision in the Cavaliers, but gained revenge in the ACC Tournament with a 5-4 win. Maryland is experimenting with a solid line-up this year, and the Terrapins probably have some fine individual matches this past weekend. While they may not be their best team in recent years, they will still be tough.

Cockburnfield felt that Virginia and Maryland are "swinging matches; we can definitely beat both teams. However, we must play up to our full capabilities."

The Deacons will also play a non-conference match against Virginia Tech on Sunday.

Wake Forest was two out of three dual matches this past weekend in Morgantown, W. Va., defeating West Virginia 5-4 and Penn State 5-5 and losing to Penn State 9-2.教练er is pleased with the work.

"We did especially well considering we were without our number one player, Christian Dalvay."

Strong performances were turned in by Brett Maisano, Lance Brown and Jay Stephens.

Dalvay converted his strong bid for a national ranking by winning all three of the matches at the number two position. The Deakins defeated Ken West of Virginia 6-3, 7-5, the Holmsters' Kevin Gregory 9-5, 6-3, and Oliver Schenck of Penn State 6-3, 6-2.

Wake Forest looks to improve its record against the Terrapins and Cavaliers this week.

Drop ACC Opener

Deacons Lose Games To Wildcats, Heels

By RICH CARTER

The Wake Forest baseball team lost to Davidson 11-2 yesterday after dropping in first ACC game of the season to North Carolina Tuesday in Layton Field.

Winston-Salem's Beechwood School alumnus Greenan was selected as the number one player, Christian Dalvay."
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Wake Forest Downs Ohio, Falls To North Carolina

By COLLEEN HOWZE

The Wake Forest women’s tennis team bounced back from a 6-3 conference loss to North Carolina on Tuesday to blank Ohio 6-0 Wednesday afternoon in chapel Hill.

The Deacons’ win came without the help of their number two singles player Monica Kozoszewski, who is suffering from mononucleosis. Head Coach Dede Allen expects her to be able to play this weekend against Maryland and Virginia.

Allen, however, was pleased with her team’s adjustment to the shift in lineup as a result of Kozoszewski’s absence.

“This was a good way for us,” Allen said. “After a disappointing loss to William and Mary on Sunday and the conference loss to Carolina on Tuesday, we needed this to boost our confidence.”

In singles action, Jackie van Wijk posted a 6-2, 6-1 victory over Kelly Archibald at the number two spot, moving up to the number two position, beat four seed, Gray. At the number two spot, van Wijk and Vonnegut were a good team. Virginia should be a tough match for us,” Allen said.

“We didn’t give it our best shot,” said Coach Greg Monson said. “That’s a good team. We didn’t give them too many second serves.”

If they hit it well, we would have no chance,” Allen said.

In doubles action, Angelica Ledovsky and Amy Beatty posted a 6-2, 6-1 victory over Cheryl Promsky and David Eyerman each the first eight. Six-seeded Delphi, however, was able to push us to winning all three score places.

“It was a very disappointing loss for us,” Allen said. “We really needed Monica in the singles action. She did play doubles, but she was feeling the effects of the mononucleosis. That really hurt us.”

Last weekend, the Deacons defeated Delaware Beach College, but lost to William and Mary.

“The was over Florida State was a good one,” Allen said. “They have a good team. It was a very disappointing loss for us.”

“We were even with them until the doubles match began.

“Our loss to William and Mary was really disappointing. They had been upset by North Carolina State on Saturday. They really handled us, handled us and beat us.”

In doubles action, Ledovsky and Archibald moved up to the number two doubles position and posted a 6-2, 6-2 victory over Novack and Grey. At the number two spot, van Wijk and Halle Sie played Promsky and Baan to win.

DEACON NOTES

Hanson Playing In Minors

Former Wake Forest baseball player James Hanson is beginning his second season in the Arizona Instructional League for the Seattle Mariners.

Last summer, Hanson allowed 27 hits and 12 walks and struck out 26 batters for the Mariners minor league team. He was used as any pitcher in the Mariners system.

The Pirates plan to keep him from the rotation due to the numbers of young pitchers in their system.
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"Mark's [Greenfinn's] left-handed serve is a natural advantage which he can exploit against left-handed players."

After proving what he could do in the "poopy" singles final round of 94, Brett Vaughan hit two more outside jump shots in the eighth inning.

Marc's own style only lacks consistency, otherwise he is a very good tennis player. "He has the talent to be great, as he is a very good player."

Greenfinn’s attitude is nothing like McInerney’s, however, and据 to the famous player, according to

American the Beautiful. Give a hoot. Don’t pollute.

Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

if you’re among the best, you could represent your college and your country in the national competitions at the Army ROTC’s summer

The Ranger Challenge is anything but easy.

If you’re highly competitive and in top physical condition, you might want to become part of Ranger Challenge, the Army ROTC’s Reserve Officers Training Corp.

It’s a program on intense mental and physical challenges. And if you’re among the best, you could represent your college and your country in the national competitions at the Army ROTC’s summer

Call Capt. Tucker

761-5446

Be a full-time student and a part-time Ranger.

If you’re highly competitive and in top physical condition, you might want to become part of Ranger Challenge, the Army ROTC’s Reserve Officers Training Corp.

It’s a program on intense mental and physical challenges. And if you’re among the best, you could represent your college and your country in the national competitions at the Army ROTC’s summer

Call Capt. Tucker

761-5446

Be a full-time student and a part-time Ranger.

If you’re highly competitive and in top physical condition, you might want to become part of Ranger Challenge, the Army ROTC’s Reserve Officers Training Corp.

It’s a program on intense mental and physical challenges. And if you’re among the best, you could represent your college and your country in the national competitions at the Army ROTC’s summer
Graduation Specials

Attention All Seniors

Now available from Parks Chevrolet
1987 College Graduate
Finance Plan

Your choice:
(1) get $400 cash towards the purchase of any new Chevrolet
(2) or defer the first payment for 90 days!

Great limited time offer and any new Chevrolet vehicles purchased in 3 years after the graduation from a four-year or graduate program may be returned within 90 days with no cost or penalty.

Can Be Used in Combination With Any of Our
Other Great Offers — For Example:

* $1000 Cash rebates on all Celebrities and
Camaros
+ $400 from College Grad Plan.
* $1400 toward down payment
— or —
* $1750 Rebates on all Novas & Couvetors
+ $400 College Grad Plan
* $1150 down payment
* $500 Rebate on all Spectrum
+ $400 College Grad Plan
* $900 down payment

College Grad Plan — Offer good thru April, 1988
Rebates good thru April 8th, 1987

Call 1-800-672-2129 Toll Free

Avoid the NID!

30 Minute Guarantee

When you call Domino’s Pizza, we guarantee that your order will be ready for pickup or delivery within 30 minutes of your expected delivery time. If your order is not ready within 30 minutes of your expected delivery time, your order will be on the NID list and will be free. If your order is not ready within 30 minutes of your expected delivery time, your order will be on the NID list and will be free.

CALL DOMINO’S PIZZA

The NID” goes to our pizza place where ever your local Domino’s Pizza store now makes sure that your NID is on the list in less than 20 minutes.

Call us:
922-9911

We deliver from 11 am Sun. thru 2 am Fri. & Sat.

Your Special

Lunch Special—$1.00 off your order of $6 or more. $1.19 Special—Tangy Tomato Sauce, Peppers, Mushrooms, Onions, Ground Beef, and Cheese

Dinner Special—$1.00 off your order of $10 or more. $1.19 Special—Tangy Tomato Sauce, Peppers, Mushrooms, Onions, Ground Beef, and Cheese"